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We have seen video grow exponentially in the last several years to the level that people are moving

away from the written word and are expecting to view content in a more engaging format. Globally,

video will be over 80% of all internet traffic (both business and consumer) by 2022, up 75% from 20171.

At the same time, the workforce demographics are having a major impact on how technology is used to

communicate. Millennials and Generation Z will make up 75% of the workforce by 2025. This population

expects the same technologies that they use at home to be in the workplace. 65% of people whose ages

range between 5 and 38 (Generation Z and Millennials) check YouTube daily for video content. As a

matter of fact, more video content is uploaded in 30 days than the major U.S. television networks have

created in 30 years.

No one understands this video revolution more than Communications professionals do. A recent survey

indicated that 80% of enterprises say video improves internal communication. Communications

professionals know that people are much more engaged when viewing a video and also retain more

after viewing video content. Because Vbrick works closely with Corporate Communications in both the

Commercial and Government sectors, we wanted to more clearly understand how video is being used

and what is the vision for the future. Vbrick has partnered with International Association of Business

Communicators (IABC) to conduct a survey of the professional community that IABC has fostered

through the years in order to find out how video is used and what future plans are with regards to this

growing area. IABC members were surveyed during the latter part of 2019. The results throughout this

document indicate that Communications professionals are reimagining how video is used to

communicate and leveraging video for new and exciting use cases that will continue to drive the growth

of video in 2020.

1 Cisco Visual Networking Index: Forecast and Trends, 2017–2022 White Paper, February 27, 2019

Executive Summary

Enterprise video refers to on-demand video as well as live video broadcasting. Solutions that address

company needs provide capabilities to create, manage, publish, and distribute video to viewers internally

and externally. Use cases for an enterprise video platform include creating town hall videos, marketing

videos, product videos, training and onboarding videos. The key to understanding enterprise videos is

the scalability. This size of the audience is addressed where people can watch video at anytime from

anywhere.

What is enterprise video
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Vbrick partnered with IABC to learn from the Communications community as to how they are using

video, if at all. The majority of respondents came from North America (United States and Canada).The

United States represents 42% percent of the survey participants and Canada represents 40%.Europe

responses made up 7% along with Asia at 2%. See Figure 1.

Survey demographics

Figure 1:  In What Country do You Work?
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Responses By Region

Of these Communications professionals, 17% are from the Government and 13% are from the

Telecommunications, Technology, Internet and Electronics Industry. A sizeable representation, however,

comes from most industries including Advertising and Marketing, Business Support and Logistics,

Education, Finance and Financial Services, Nonprofit and Healthcare and Pharmaceuticals. See Figure

2.

Figure 2:  Which of the following best describes the principal industry of your organization?
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One third of the participants come from small companies. The second and third largest groups come

from medium and large enterprises. This latter group represents almost half of the respondents. See

Figure 3

Most of the people who responded are in middle management, intermediate levels or senior

management. Only 1 percent of the group are entry level and 6 percent identified themselves as being

an owner, executive or in the C-Suite. This suggests that most of the survey participants are responsible

for the day to day communications functions and have strong experience in the field and valuable

perspective. See Figure 4

Figure 4:  Which of the following best describes your current job level?
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Figure 3:  What is the Global Headcount of your Company?
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The vast majority of the respondents have both internal and external communication responsibilities.

Only 28 percent of the people mentioned that they focus only internally which implies that they

communicate to colleagues within an organization about various developments that are impactful. The

remaining 72% that do internal and external communication are responsible for communicating to

constituents, partners, investors, shareholders and to the general public in addition to internal

communication. See Figure 5.

When looking at the specific job responsibilities, communication planning, employee engagement, all-

hands meetings and corporate social responsibility rank the highest and in that order. 80% of

participants mentioned that employee engagement is part of their job. 93% conduct planning prior to

conducting the actual communication activities. One half of the Communications professionals are

responsible for conducting the All Hands Meetings/Town Hall Events. See Figure 6

Figure 6:  What are your Primary Communications Responsibilities?

Figure 5:  Do you only focus on internal communications efforts?
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Of the survey participants, 77% use video as a tool to communicate to internal employees. See Figure

7. This figure makes sense since it ties in with the shifting demographics in the workplace. Due to the

growing percentage of millennials, the connected devices boom and the increasing workplace flexibility,

video has become a means of communicating internally. Tools such as email and phone calls are

perceived to be older generation technologies. Furthermore, in-person meetings are predicted to decline

as video conferencing continues to be more popular. (Resource: Frost and Sullivan Global Enterprise

Video Platforms Market, Forecast to 2023 Market Consolidation and Convergence in Product Offerings

are Key Themes Driving Market Progression).

Survey Findings

Video as a Tool to Communicate

77%

23%

Yes No

Using video to promoting social learning, collaboration,

and knowledge transfer is the highest use with 50% of the

survey respondents. The close runner up is broadcasting

live organizational events. 46% of respondents said this

is where they use video. 45% use video for conducting

CEO live broadcasts. 43% use video to record and share

team meetings and presentations. The most interesting

result of this survey is that 42% of communications

professionals have replaced email with short video clips.

Smaller organizations (1-500) appear less likely to use

video for corporate transition communication and change

management or for recruitment and retention strategies or

for recording and sharing team meetings and

presentations. At the same time, larger organizations are

adopting video also for safety, health and other training

purposes suggesting scale of an organization influences

breadth of video use. See Figure 8.

How Video is Used
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Figure 7:  Do you use video to communicate internally?



Figure 8:  Do You Use Video in Any of the Following Ways?

According to Frost and Sullivan’s Global Enterprise Platforms Marketing Forecast to 2023 report, as

organizations grow more dispersed, video is an important medium to convey a message in an engaging

and interactive manner. Given the vast amount of content that employees now consume in daily lives,

video has grown to be the preferred medium of communication. The messages are more engaging and

transparent so when these results show that Communications employees are using this medium to

replace email messages, it shows that this group is at the forefront of technology and has a handle on

how to communicate to today’s modern workforce.

Amount of Use of Video

When asked to rate how often video is used to support corporate communications, 50% of respondents

said that their use is medium to high. See Figure 9.

Figure 9:  How Would you Rate Your Use of Video to Support Corporate Communications?
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This correlates well with the size of companies. The larger the company, the more the need to use video

as a means to communicate to colleagues who are remote or working from home. People can watch the

videos live or at their convenience. Smaller organizations tend to have informal communication since

people are local to a particular office and the need for video is a bit lower when compared to large

government organizations or enterprises.

Biggest Challenges

81% of respondents said that their biggest challenge with video is finding the time to create videos.

Additionally, 57% said that they need more resources to conduct quality videos. 53% need the budget to

create video and half of the respondents said that they aren’t sure if people are engaged with the videos

that they produce. See Figure 10.

With regards to finding time, with video, all you need is a conference room and the speaker. A video can

be cut and uploaded quickly resulting in the ability for employees to immediately watch the latest

corporate news in a quick manner. Employees from distant locations will now feel like they are a part of

the organization due to receiving relevant and timely messages that are more intimate and more

engaging. Keeping things simple is key; people don’t expect a perfect video production. They would

rather have casual and easy communication between them and their peers.

Figure 10:  What are Your Biggest Corporate Communications Challenges as it Relates to 

Video?
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Understanding whether or not people are engaged with videos is an easy challenge to address. Having

a video platform that provides analytics can allow the user to see the popularity of a particular videos

based on how many people have viewed it. Additionally, you can see where a viewer stopped watching

the video; if they completed the entire video and what sections of the video have been watched again.

This allows Communications professionals to further refine the messaging so that they can best engage

the audience and know how messages are received and how people are interacting with videos.

One of the largest challenges that Communications executives have is to ensure that employees are

engaged and are tuned in to the critical messages. When 70% of U.S. employees admit that they are

not engaged at work, Communications has to overcome this in order to ensure that their message is

received by employees who are often distracted. This is precisely where the use of video comes in.

Surprisingly, users retain 95% of a message when they watch it in a video as opposed to only 10% if

they read it in text. If you have something important to say and want to ensure that you capture people’s

attention, there is nothing better than video.

We know about the phrase “a picture is worth a thousand words”. The same concept applies to video

but the power is much farther reaching. Video grabs people’s attention and can create a strong

connection. People have a hard time looking away when there are moving scenes alongside of a

compelling message.

33% of the respondents mentioned that distributing videos so that employees can watch videos at their

convenience is a challenge. This also can be addressed by having a video platform – or a video content

management system. With a single place that securely stores videos and, also handles bandwidth-

intense videos, this challenge is easily solved. It is important to find a solution that allows for the

distribution to colleagues with any network size so that they can download videos with ease or watch live

events such as town hall meetings.

More Use of Video in 2020
76% of respondents said that they intend to use more video for the jobs in 2020 than they have done in

the past. See Figure 11.

76%

3%

21%

More Less Same
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Figure 11:  For 2020, Are you Expecting to Use Video More or Less?

This aligns with research that indicates communications professionals are keenly aware of the power of

video and have reduced the use of traditional methods of communications such as email newsletters,

executive breakfasts and intranet updates. In order to engage employees, enterprises must reflect what

is happening on the outside world or risk being dated and unable to attract, engage and retain top talent.

Additionally, as technology has exploded over the last few decades, people are now working from home

or remote offices and use mobile devices to connect, collaborate and learn. All of this requires the

Communications department to use more sophisticated techniques to ensure that employees

understand the company goals and are working in a cohesive fashion to maintain a competitive

advantage.
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Use Cases in 2020 & Beyond

According to the survey participants, the top three use cases for video in 2020 are: 1) promote social

learning, collaboration and knowledge transfer 2) replace email with short videos 3) take charge of

corporate transition communication and change management. Conducting CEO live broadcasts is not

far behind and recruitment and retention also carries tremendous weight with 39% of respondents

indicting the latter. See Figure 12.

For companies who indicated an expected increase in video use are focusing on Conducting CEO live

broadcasts and announcements, helping with change management initiatives, and promoting social

learning, collaboration and knowledge transfer. The biggest change between previous and expected use

of video is in using video to replace traditional email communication. It is clear corporate

communications professionals are seeking a higher level of engagement in their communications

initiatives and are turning to video.

Figure 12:  Which Video Use Case Might Grow More in 2020 in Your Organization? 
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Given the ease of shooting videos with smartphones or laptops, Communications professionals have

discovered the many use cases for video. And since video is now the norm, it makes sense that the

number one use case is for collaboration and sharing knowledge. With messaging having evolved to

encompassing greater personalization, communicators must up their game and use video to give

employees and external stakeholders, a sense of transparency and connectedness.

Capturing Video

The vast majority of respondents said that they capture

video using their phones. As a matter of fact, 75% of

communications professionals indicated that they

casually record their important messages through the

use of a smartphone. This shows that much of our

communication can be informal and should be easy. See

Figure 13.

People embrace authenticity over a big budget

production. Small companies know this and are

embracing the so-called imperfections of phones as a

means to connect with external and internal audiences.

Content is starting to feel less produced and more

personal.

66% of survey participants said that they have video

recorders for big events and 46% use a third party

vendor. Given that we tend to expect to use the same

technologies from our personal lives in the workplace, it

makes sense that people are using their phones to

record communication activities. Having a corporate

video platform that can ingest video from any source will

be key since there is a time and place for the

professionally done videos and room for spontaneous

videos done by phone.

Figure 13:  How do You Capture Video?
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Video Content Storage

60% of survey participants say that they are using an internal network drive to store videos. 53% store

videos on free platforms such as YouTube and Vimeo. See Figure 14. This is a bit alarming since IT

professionals know the importance of security. Any and all content that resides within videos should be

stored securely so that the company’s content does not get hacked into or accidently destroyed. It is

also clear from the survey that companies are using multiple storage locations making it harder to

search across all video content.

60%

53%

36%

26%

21%

13%

8%

A video platform that provides robust storage, secure distribution and user controls is imperative in this

world of every growing cyber threats. When half of all cyber-attacks are targeted at small business and

the estimated damage by 2021 will be $6 trillion, communications professionals must consult with their

IT staff in order to ensure the safety and compliance of all content that resides within video.

Additionally, storing videos on free sites can tarnish your brand. This is the one thing that ties all

Communications professionals together – it’s their desire to protect the company’s image. When you

store a video no YouTube, for example, you will not only have ads appear on your video, but you can

have the competition’s videos run alongside of yours.

Your corporate videos are yours. You should control, not only your brand and image, but you should

store them where colleagues can search and find the videos. When some employees are storing videos

on their internal drives; others are putting them on free sites and yet more are on SharePoint, there is no

way to find the content that resides within videos. Here, again, a video content management system

that is right for a company or government entity is critical.
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Figure 14:  How are You Storing Video Content?
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2020 Time and Money on Video in 2020

Overwhelmingly, the vast majority of survey respondents indicated that they will spend more time 

and more money on video to support corporate communications.

See Figure 15.

Figure 15:  In 2020, Will you Spend More or Less Time and Money on Video to Support 

Corporate Communications?

In an era where 6 out of 10 people would rather watch online videos than television (Google) and mobile

video consumption rises by 100% every year (Insivia), it is good to know that Communications

professionals are on top of this and understand how video is taking over other forms of relaying

information. Additionally, it is well known that people retain more from video when compared to reading

content.
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Video Spend

Most dollars spent on video are expected to be on video content production – coming at 53% of the

survey participants. Another 23% anticipate that the biggest area where they will spend money as it

relates to video will be on staff with video skills. See Figure 16.

Figure 16:  What Will You Spend the Most on as it Relates to Video?
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Survey Conclusion
2020 promises to be an exciting year for Corporate Communications professionals. It will be a year of

digital transformation where organizations will continue to change in order to integrate and leverage

digital technologies throughout the company. No group is more aware of the need to stay current and

meet employees’ expectations than the Communications employee.

This survey proves that Communications employees are moving forward with the creation of more

videos this year. With more video content, there will be a need for secure storage and video distribution

so that cyber threats do not impact important organization information. There will also be a need to

effectively reach all people internally and externally with this bandwidth-heavy medium. Impacting a

network or having your audience struggle with watching videos should be avoided as video use

increases in the workplace.

Suggested next steps for Communications professionals to undertake should be to contact their IT

department to ensure that there is a single and safe enterprise video platform in place. By having this

video content management system, you will be ready for the exciting era of videos and will have a

solution in place that will allow your organization to grow without having to worry about risks.

Because Communications professionals are responsible for large events, it makes sense that video

skills, tools and video production is where money will be invested. In order to reduce costs, you can

take videos from an inexpensive device and use a platform that can do the editing. With current

solutions, editing and production are so easy that you can learn how to do this like a professional within

3-4 hours.
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Enterprise Video Best Practices and Tips

When looking for an enterprise video platform, use this checklist to make sure that you have the best

solution for your company.

Easy to Use

 Users expect a YouTube-like experience in the 

workplace.  Interface must be intuitive.

 Solution should be cloud-based so it deploys 

easily and new features are implemented 

seamlessly.

 Live and on-demand training should be 

supported.

 Channels and on-demand videos can be easily 

managed.

Scaling to Reach Audiences Without 

Impacting Network

 Reach thousands of users externally regardless 

of their small office bandwidth requirements.

 Have employees within a headquarter location 

watch video simultaneously without impacting 

network.

 Provide mobile device compatibility so that 

users can watch at any time through any 

device.

Security for Content that Lies Within Video

 Have content encrypted as the video stream outside of the network.

 Securely store video content with robust protection against cyber-attacks.

 Reveal who watched and when.

Integration with Existing Business Applications

 Use current video conferencing solutions and integrate into a robust enterprise video platform. that

serves as a video content management system.

 Integrate into existing CRM, ERP CSM solutions.

Search for Video

 Have a google search experience and find videos that you need based on topic.

 Use AI technologies to search by tagged speakers and transcribed content.



About Us

Vbrick enables organizations to leverage the power of video to engage, empower and transform. Our

industry-leading Rev enterprise video platform is a complete solution for businesses to capture, manage

and securely distribute live and on-demand video globally at scale to any device. The world’s most

widely recognized brands adopt Vbrick solutions to overcome network complexity and risk to meet

critical live video needs from CEO all-hands meetings to team broadcasts and to support innovative

uses of on-demand recorded videos for sales, marketing, training, compliance, security, and user-

generated content. Vbrick solutions integrate with and complement unified communications systems

and provide the analytics and intelligence to maximize return on video investments. To learn more, visit

www.vbrick.com.
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